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MUMBAI

Words Clodagh Kinsella Photographs Mayank Soni

Creating haute tasting menus from unsung ingredients 
foraged all across India, wilderness-to-table restaurant Masque 

has brought a true taste of countryside cuisine to Mumbai

selection
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arrelling along a road in 
Uttarakhand state, Prateek 
Sadhu suddenly yells, “Stop!” 
Leaping out of the car, he 
plunges into a thicket, where 
‒ after coming to my senses 
enough to scrabble after him 
minutes later ‒ I find the 
chef contentedly munching a 

lychee. “So balanced,” he sings. “Sweet and sour. You would 
create a nice vanilla-bean ice cream and serve this with it.”

It’s not the first time Sadhu’s interrupted our journey for 
a self-served tasting of the land’s wares – followed by an 
impromptu recipe concoction featuring it – but that’s OK. 
It’s why we’re here. The culinary genius behind farm-to-fork 
restaurant Masque, located in Mumbai, is on one of his 
“research” trips for the ingredients that are the key 
components to the unique dishes he creates ‒ and has let 
me tag along for the culinary ride to discover for myself 
just how far this chef goes for the country’s best produce. 

 “Our food is simple, but with good ingredients, like the 
ones found here, you don’t need to do more,” he explains 
his ethos. “That’s what these trips are for.” 

While Sadhu co-founded Masque in September 2016, he 
‒ alongside the business’ brains Aditi Dugar ‒ spent 18 
months prior to the opening planting the seeds for their 

B
Previous page, left, clockwise 
from top right walnuts; 
jackfruit; chilmora; lychees 
Previous page, right Lychee 
and coconut with curry leaf oil; 
Below an orchard-dweller in the 
Nainital district Bottom of page 
Prateek Sadhu forages

original concept. With ingredient-led, regional cuisine 
gaining popularity in India, the intention with Masque was 
to ramp things up by going country-wide to discover the 
more obscure ingredients no one else was using. 

 So the pair scoured India in search of untapped 
produce and found it in abundance. It included chocolate 
from Pondicherry, sea buckthorn from Ladakh and cheese 
made by an Andhra Pradesh priest. “We needed to get 
things from the source,” says Sadhu. And it didn’t end with 
the restaurant opening: these days, accompanied by chefs 
and sometimes horticulturists who can identify rare 
morels, Sadhu and Dugar spend several days travelling 
into India’s hinterland every month to uncover intriguing 
ingredients for new recipes. 

It’s a lot of effort, but the hard graft is paying off. In the 
restaurant’s first 18 months, it has wined and dined scores 
of diners. It came seventh in Condé Nast Traveller India’s 
Top Restaurant Awards 2017, with Sadhu crowned chef of 
the year. Food Tank has called it a restaurant-world 
innovator and Sadhu was recently invited to conduct a 
residency at Carousel London, which drew top food critics 
and the owners of Indian luminary Gymkhana. It’s fair to 
say that right now, a lot of people are getting excited 
about what is going on behind the Masque.

For this month’s menu, that’s involved a trip to the 
Himalayan belt. It’s a 33-hour drive from Mumbai (or a 
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two-hour flight to Delhi, followed by a seven-hour car 
journey) for stone fruit season: spanning India’s north 
from Sadhu’s homeland Kashmir to Uttarakhand. The 
mountainous region is, Sadhu says, the place that most 
inspires Masque. “Being from Kashmir I connect myself to 
the mountains a lot,” he adds. “I grew up on farms there, 
eating super-traditional food all the time, and that 
became my inspiration.” It was during the many weekends 
spent at his aunt’s organic farm in Jammu, “plucking and 
cooking what was in season” that Sadhu had his “food 
baptism”. “My mother is a fantastic cook, too: my chef 
genes come from there, for sure,” he says. His path wasn’t 
a given though. His family are all engineers and there was 
a childhood dream to be a pilot that he still doesn’t seem 
to have given up. But food won out in the end. “With 
Masque I came back to the super-traditional mountain 
food of my youth,” he explains.

After studying hotel management and working in Indian 
kitchens, he felt he was idling, and got up the nerve to 
apply to The Culinary Institute of America where Thomas 
Keller, his hero, was a trustee. “That changed everything,” 
he says. “It was the first time I was overseas, and they 
trained us like it was the culinary Olympics.” 

The experience led to him working at several revered 

restaurants, including the Taj Mahal Hotel in Delhi, French 
Laundry in Washington DC, Per Se In New York, Alinea in 
Chicago and, most impressively, René Redzepi’s former 
world number one restaurant, Noma in Copenhagen ‒ 
a “game-changer”. “I was only there a few weeks but we 
foraged from day one,” he says, citing Noma’s hallmark. 
“The main thing I took away was this coming of the New 
Nordic cuisine, where ingredients are the star.” Masque 
has since hosted stints by Noma alumni. 

In 2013, he met catering company owner Dugar, the pair 
bonding over their produce-oriented philosophy – and, 
two years later at a Mumbai Starbucks, Sadhu shared his 
vision for a restaurant filling India’s farm-to-fork void. 
“I’ve always been a food nomad, and dreamed of creating 
a ‘world’s best’ restaurant in India,” Dugar told me. “By the 
time I finished my venti latte I knew he was the missing 

“With Masque restaurant I 
came back to the super-traditional 

mountain food of my youth”

MUMBAI

Clockwise from below Plums 
ripe for some foraging; the 
road to Mukteshwar; hisalu 
raspberries; a boy inspects 
mangoes in the Nainital district
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piece of my puzzle.” It took a further three years 
to put that puzzle fully together but in 2016, Masque 
opened its doors for the first time.

As well as the food, a real joy of the business is getting 
to explore his home country, says Sadhu. Our trip this 
time round had commenced on the fringes of Jim Corbett 
National Park. While Corbett, an Englishman born in the 
nearby Nainital, started off hunting man-eating Bengal 
tigers, he turned conservator later in life.

“Now we have the most Royal Bengal tigers in India, 
the most teak forests, the most fruit-bearing trees, and 
the least people,” says Puneet Sah in Chhoti Haldwani, 
where Corbett taught locals the forest arts. A smooth-
talker who once led VIPs on safaris, his firm, Anupam 
Superfoods, has supplied Masque with lychees, mangoes 
and jackfruit for the past year through a Mumbai 
intermediary. At one of the 308 farms it runs in the 
Nainital district, we find men in trees chopping down 
lychee branches, and women below separating the fruit 

from the leaves and bundling it with jute rope. 
The next day, the town of Mukteshwar, 2,300m above 

dicey bends slick with a pre-monsoon downpour, feels 
even sleepier. As we get out of the car on the way to 
watch the sun set, the silence is near total. “When you live 
in Bombay you need this,” says Sadhu. “When I retire I’ll 
become a farmer. I want to die in the mountains.”

There are berries to bag first. Next morning Pradeep, 
who owns our overnight base Red Retreat, shepherds us 
down dusty footpaths dug into the hillside, mantras from 
a Hindu temple above drifting down to our ears. He spots 
what grazing goats don’t: hisalu, amber raspberries 
buried in thorny bushes clinging to the slope. Further on, 
deep-red berries (kafal, a digestive aid) patter at our feet 
as he shakes one of his uncle’s trees, eliciting a moo from 
a nearby shed. “What we do is take the pulp out and turn 
it into a candy,” says Sadhu as I chew a handful – natural 
Jolly Ranchers.

Later, the freshly picked berries are delivered to Red 

“Pradeep spots what grazing goats don’t: hisalu, amber 
raspberries buried in thorny bushes. Further on, deep-red 

berries patter at our feet as he shakes one of his uncle’s trees”
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setting a cup of frozen lychee, lychee granita and coconut 
on the counter, and drizzling it with mint and coriander 
oil. “We want to show where the magic takes place.” 

I feel like I’ve already seen the magic (mountain) 
but, soothed by the savoury slushy – a panacea to 
the Mumbai swelter – I’m still dazed by the scene: a 
whiteboard marking “Day 614” in Masque’s life and 
today’s motivational quote, by Voltaire. An inspiration wall 
features models of London buses and Incredible Hulks.

I’d been expecting theatre at a restaurant 
namechecking 16th-century courtly dramas, and it 
continues once I’m back at my table – slightly crooked, 
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Opposite page Mango kimchi, 
This page, clockwise from left 
The bar at Masque, Chef Prateek 
Sadhu; Masque’s beautiful 
lychee and coconut dessert; 
lychees in the Masque kitchen

Retreat’s terrace in a repurposed Domino’s chicken wings 
tub and pashmina-clad basket. Logistics and India are an 
uneasy marriage. While many items can be ordered in 
Mumbai and come by truck – or air, for the delicate ones 
(they also have their own polyhouse in Pune, not too 
far off) – the wild, foraged ingredients that have made 
Masque’s name require travel. And getting them home 
means romancing local VIPs to win permits to carry them 
back to the city by hand. What I don’t know yet is that, 
after chef dashes back to Mumbai early to meet a tourism 
minister, I’ll be hauling a hisalu crate in my checked 
luggage – with Sadhu’s phrase “as soon as you pluck, it 
starts dying,” increasing the usual airport anxieties.

Two days later I arrive at that restaurant I’ve heard 
so much about – Masque’s restrained black façade a 
sophisticated riposte to the sealants shop opposite. 
Inside, my eyes race to a room-dividing iron-rod sculpture 
that tackles the mills’ gentrification, and somehow 
outshines the gold bar. Around my table sit cool girls in 
scant clothes and CEOs in smoking slippers. “It’s not 
uptight though,” says Sadhu when I offer this admittedly 
superficial analysis of the clientele. “You can be in shorts.” 

For the full farm-to-fork journey, I’m spirited behind 
the scenes: Masque kicks off its tasting menus with a 
‘kitchen course’ backdropped by ten industrious chefs. 
“You rarely get to see this,” says chef de partie Akshat, 
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Clockwise from above Diners 
settle in at Masque; the Mumbai 
skyline; katlam kashmiri bread 
topped with butternut squash

Where to stay 
Four Seasons Hotel Mumbai

In business hub Worli, the Canadian 
chain’s plush outpost is a proper 
oasis in an ultra-frenetic city. The 
open-air pool has cabanas, while 
glamorous pan-Asian San-Qi is a 
go-to restaurant in its own right. 
The virtuous can join twice-daily 
free yoga sessions or have a 
Balinese massage at the spa – but 
the unmissable here is sunset happy 
hour on rooftop bar Aer, where 
botanical-infused cocktails and 
sea views have bucket-list status. 
fourseasons.com/mumbai

following the reigning wabi-sabi ethos. “‘Masque’ 
resonated with our thoughts about each ingredient being 
a story and an ode to a farmer,” Aditi told me later. “And 
since the chefs come out from a large curtain with each 
course, it lends its name.” 

Barely into the blind 14-course tasting menu – changing 
every 10-15 days, sometimes contracting, and with veg or 
non-veg versions – I’m struck by the desire to Instagram 
the art being ferried to the table and briefly introed by the 
chefs. It includes a two-toned vision of cured beetroot 
and a jamun popsicle matching my blush-pink whisky 
sour, whose frothy head bears a pretty cockscomb flower.

Soon, a pickled oyster explodes beneath buttery 
Alphonso mango tartar, spiky chilli oil and a kimchi-
powder crisp (the zero-waste policy sees vegetable 
trimmings dehydrated and turned into seasonings). Then 
Prateek bustles over with a rice-flour crêpe, a trio of dips 
and fiery jackfruit. “Tzir czot, my mother’s recipe from 
Kashmir,” he says of the pancake.

In a pleasant coma induced by the sense-blurring 
dishes, I look around at the smiling faces, presumably 
oblivious to the odyssey that has gone into procuring 
what’s now on their forks. “It’s not about talking about 
things, it’s about doing them,” Sadhu had told me at Red 
Retreat, as we’d squinted at the distant Himalayas. “We 
let the ingredients speak.” masquerestaurant.com
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